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Recommender Systems (RecSys) 
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RecSys Approaches 
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collaborative filtering approaches 

●  recommend items to a user by  
●  identifying other users with a similar profile 

✗   new item 

✗   new user 

content-based recommender systems  
●  recommend items to a user based on  

●  their description and on the profile of the user’s interests 

✓  new item

✗   new user 

hybrid approaches 

●  combine several RecSys approaches  

●  overcome the disadvantages of a RecSys approach 
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Linked Open Data (LOD) 
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LOD dataset(s) provides  

domain knowledge and  

rich Information about items 

content-based recommender systems 

figure: Tutorial on LOD for Semantics-Aware RecSys, ESWC’17 
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Semantics-Aware RecSys 
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(some) related work 

●  semantic similarity/distance measures [ISWC’10, AAAI’10, SAC’16] 
●  graph-based algorithms such as PageRank [UMAP’16, WWW’15] 

●  machine learning approaches [RecSys’12, TIST’16, WISE’17] 
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Semantics-Aware RecSys 
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main focus 

●  how to consume existing knowledge about items/entities for RecSys? 
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Semantics-Aware RecSys 
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main focus 

●  how to consume existing knowledge about items/entities for RecSys? 

●  previous work does not incorporate the incompleteness of KGs 
●  a dedicated line of research: KG completion 
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Semantics-Aware RecSys 

9 

main focus 

●  how to consume existing knowledge about items/entities for RecSys? 

●  previous work does not incorporate the incompleteness of KGs 
●  a dedicated line of research: KG completion 

●  transferring knowledge KG è item rec. 
●  how about transferring knowledge (user-item interactions) item rec. è KG? 
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Item rec. and KG completion tasks 
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item rec. 

●  given user-item interactions (e.g., likes and dislikes) 
  + background knowledge from knowledge graph (KG) 

●  provide the top-N item recommendations 

KG completion 

●  given (subject, predicate) 
●  provide the top-N object recommendations [SAC’12, AAAI’16] 

●  candidate objects 
●  all objects in the range of a given predicate in the DBpedia ontology 

●  (some) related work 
●  factorization approaches [NIPS’13, SAC’12, WWW’12] 
●  neural network-based models [ACL’15, AAAI’14, AAAI’16] 

●  … 
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Item rec. and KG completion approaches 
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item rec.  

●  factorization machines (FMs) [TIST’12] 

 
KG completion 

●  TransE to satisfy                     for a valid triple (s, p, o) [NIPS’13]  

 
 

 

 

 

β0 : bias 
βi : weight of item features 
θi : latent factors 
     : set of positive (u, i) 

φs : subject embedding 
φp : predicate embedding 
φo : object embedding 
 
γ : margin (1.0) 
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Item rec. and KG completion approaches 
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item rec.  

●  factorization machines (FMs) [TIST’12] 

 
KG completion 

●  TransE to satisfy                     for a valid triple (s, p, o) [NIPS’13]  

 
 

 

 

 

two representations for the same item  
in two different tasks 
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Transfer Learning via Co-Factorization Model 
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transfer learning [TKDE’10] 

●  using one task as a source task and the other as a target task 
●  optimize the objective function of target task by transferring 

knowledge from source task  

modeling the relationship between the two representations of items 

●  via shared latent space (CoFMA) 

 

●  via regularization (CoFMR) 
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Transfer Learning via Co-Factorization Model 
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CoFM: putting everything together 

 
 

      ε transfer value: controls the importance of knowledge transfer  

                                from source task (S) to target task (T) 

 

 

 

 

 
 

training instances in T 

randomly sampled  
training instances in S 

for  SGD	
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Experiment - Datasets 
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Experiment - Training & Test Sets 

16 

 

item rec. 
●  80% (20% for validation) for training, 20% for test 

KG completion 

●  test set: given s, randomly choose (s, p) pair for s  

●  training set: other triples containing s  
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Experiment - Training & Test Sets 

17 

 

item rec. 
●  80% (20% for validation) for training, 20% for test 

KG completion 

●  test set: given s, randomly choose (s, p) pair for s  

●  training set: other triples containing s  

 

 
 

 

 

 

repeat 5 times sampling new training & test sets, average results 
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Experiment - Evaluation Metrics  
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nDCG@N (normalized Discounted Cumulative Gain) 

●  takes into account the relevant items as well as their rank positions 
 

MRR (mean reciprocal rank) 

●  the 1st relevant item occurs on average in recommendations 

    

P@N (precision) 
●  mean probability of a retrieved item in the top-N list are relevant 

R@N (recall) 

●  mean probability of relevant items retrieved in the top-N list 
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Experiment - Compared Methods 
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item rec. 

●  kNN (k-nearist neighbors algorithm) 
●  BPRMF [UAI’09] 

●  CoFM without transferring knowledge from the KG completion task 

●  FMLOD [WISE’17] 
●  exploits KG-enabled features (existing knowledge) with FMs 

    

KG completion 
●  MFPP (Most Frequent Per Predicate) 

●  PITF [SAC’12] 
●  capturing interactions between subject, predicate, and object using FMs 

●  TransE [NIPS’13] 
●  CoFM without transferring knowledge from item rec. 
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Results: Movielens 
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CoFMR  > CoFMA  
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Results: Movielens 

21 

 

 

 

incorporating incompleteness of KG > leveraging existing knowledge of KG 
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Results: Movielens 

22 

 

 

 

with knowledge transfer > without knowledge transfer 
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Summary 
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investigate knowledge transfer between the two tasks 
●  via a proposed co-factorization model, showed that 
●  incorporating the incompleteness of KG é rec. performance 

●  knowledge from item rec. can be transferred to the KG completion 
task and é the performance,  which has not been explored yet 

 

future work: 
●  extraction of background knowledge for items 

 ✗   only considered item/subject è predicate è object  
●  modeling the relationship between the two item representations 

✗   have the same dimensionality 

●  other state-of-the-art approaches for both tasks 
●  evaluation on datasets in other domains 
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